Label Box Instructions for Threading Labels and Protectors Through Box

1. Place the box so that the small tab is on your right.
2. Open the box and position all flaps as shown above.
3. Fold the right tab along the creases into the shape of the letter “C.”
4. Hold the label liner back to the left.
5. Tuck that same tab into the box to ensure the labels won’t catch and peel off inside.
6. Here is another view of how the inside of your box should look now.
7. Hold the label liner out to the right while folding the left tab down.
8. Fold the back tab down while continuing to hold the label liner out to the right.
9. Hold the label liner back to the left.
10. Pull the label liner slowly to the left and label will begin dispensing.
11. Close the front flap over top of the labels.

Have questions or need help? Email custserv@demco.com or call 800.356.1200.